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Although he devoted more than 20 books to astronomy and was credited with being
‘‘the second Ptolemy”, the Egyptian scholar Ibn al-Haytham (born in Basra, Iraq, d. after
1040/1, probably in Cairo; the most famous Alhacen of the European tradition) is rarely
considered on a par with the best astronomers of medieval Islam. Ibn al-Haytham himself
can be claimed as responsible for this inasmuch as he wrote a large number of brilliant trea-
tises on great many other matters that outshined his high-quality astronomical works. Most
particularly, his novel approach to optics seized the minds of Western translators and
scholars in the Middle Ages and so (European) posterity remembered him as the optician
par excellence. Modern scholarship, largely biased by this old prejudice, did not pay due
attention to Ibn al-Haytham’s astronomy nor to other facets of his oeuvre. Although at
the beginning of the 20th century Duhem dealt at some length with Ibn al-Haytham’s
On the Conﬁguration of the World (see Le syste`me du monde, Paris: 1913–1958, II, 119 ﬀ.
and passim) and other relevant scholars addressed it along with other astronomical trea-
tises in subsequent years (namely Carmody, Pine`s and Hartner), Ibn al-Haytham’s astron-
omy was not thoroughly studied until the seventies of the past century. A.I. Sabra, one of
the foremost specialists on our author, drew attention to Ibn al-Haytham’s innovative crit-
icism of Ptolemy in his 1970 entry ‘‘Ibn al-Haytham” in the Dictionary of Scientiﬁc Biog-
raphy. In 1971 he edited (with N. Shehaby) the essential Doubts concerning Ptolemy. Some
years later he made aware the scientiﬁc community of three additional short tracts by Ibn
al-Haytham, On the Marks Seen on the Surface of the Moon; On the Method of Astronom-
ical Observations; Solution on Diﬃculties Concerning the Movement of iltifa¯f (cf. Journal for
the History of Arabic Science, Nos. 1–3, 1977–1979). More titles were added to the primary
bibliography of Ibn al-Haytham: F. Sezgin edited two short tracts on a method for deter-
mining the meridian line in Zeitschrift fu¨r Geschichte der Arabisch Islamischen-Wissenschaf-
ten (henceforth, ZGAIW), 3 (1983); T. Tzvi Langerman, edited, translated into English and
studied the most important On the Conﬁguration of the World (New York: Garland, 1990);
then Sabra added two additional short tracts, On seeing the stars (edited together with A.
Heinen) and ‘‘Answers’’ to the ‘‘Doubts’’ raised by Ibn Ma‘da¯n (ZGAIW Nos. 7 and 10,
1991/2 and 1995/6); and A. Dallal edited the treatise on ﬁnding the qibla (direction of Mus-
lim prayers) in Arabic Sciences and Philosophy (henceforth, ASPh), 5 (1995).
The renewed interest on Ibn al-Haytham’s astronomy prompted a number of ﬁne studies
by renowned historians of astronomy (including Mancha, Kennedy, Ragep, Samso´ and the
editors quoted above) who provided the scientiﬁc community with a good but incomplete
account of the matter that may be summarised as follows. Ibn al-Haytham was an excellent
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tion of planetary motions with physics and scientiﬁc method; at the same time, he tried
to make accessible astronomy to a non-specialized albeit learned audience and to solve spe-
ciﬁc problems such as the astronomical orientation of mosques or the optical problems in-
volved in astronomical observation. On the other hand, although in medieval Europe
scholars were acquainted with the homocentric models of planetary motion that Ibn al-
Haytham studied in Solution on Diﬃculties Concerning the Movement of iltifa¯f, his astron-
omy did not exert a deep inﬂuence. A physical approach to astronomy is found in two of
Ibn al-Haytham’s most famous contributions to the history of astronomy. One is the crit-
icism of Ptolemy’s equant point, extant in Doubts concerning Ptolemy. Ibn al-Haytham
recognised that equants yield ‘‘better” planetary models (in the sense that they ﬁtted obser-
vations best), but he pointed out that equants presuppose the planet not to cover equal arcs
of circumference in equal intervals of time, thus violating the physical tenets set out by Ptol-
emy himself following Plato’s and Aristotle’s doctrines. The second is the Ptolemaic three-
dimensional model of the cosmos Ibn al-Haytham sketched in Conﬁguration of the World in
order to show that the Almagest could be translated into the cosmological constructs of the
philosophers.
Rashed’s ﬁfth volume of Les mathe´matiques inﬁnite´simales du IXe au XIe sie`cle, the largest
volume ever devoted to Ibn al-Haytham’s astronomy, enlarges the topic substantially. The
volume ismade upby the edition, French translation and study of ﬁve treatises by Ibn al-Hay-
tham. For each treatise, an introductory essay provides a general overview followed by a de-
tailed expose´ of its mathematical content. Both texts and studies feature a wealth of detailed
diagrams without which the texts would be hardly understandable. An Arabic–French glos-
sary of technical terms is provided. Both the excellent material quality of the volume, which
owes so much to the worthy patronage of the Foundation al-Furqa¯n, and Rashed’s splendid
scholarlyworkmake this bookamodelof its kind. If the second to fourthvolumesof this series
have made a decisive contribution to our knowledge of Ibn al-Haytham as a mathematician,
the ﬁfth volume shows the great contribution that the Iraki-Egyptian scholar made to math-
ematical medieval astronomy. Although the ﬁve treatises here edited address astronomical
issues, their mathematical content corresponds to Rashed’s conception of ‘‘Arabic inﬁnitesi-
mal mathematics”: mathematics that address the calculation of the areas of planes and solids
in the tradition of Archimedes and Apollonius—an early precedent of inﬁnitesimal calculus.
The best example of this ‘‘inﬁnitesimal” approach to astronomy appears in the ﬁrst trea-
tise, On the conﬁguration of the movements of each of the seven planets, a large book the edi-
tion and translation of which covers 352 pages even though only the ﬁrst of the three
original sections of the book has come down to us. The aim of the treatise is to give an ex-
act geometrical account of planetary motion that minimizes the inaccuracies stemming
from naked-eye observation and the limited precision of astronomical instruments. In other
words, Ibn al-Haytham aims to describe and calculate planetary paths in much the same
way as he would calculate the surface of a lunule, thus making mathematical astronomy
part of inﬁnitesimal geometry. What distinguishes Ibn al-Haytham from other astronomers
who shared the similar interests and points of view is his concern with method and fore and
foremost his extraordinary skills in mathematics, on which he based his innovative study of
celestial kinematics. Rashed’s mathematical commentary shows to what extent Ibn al-Hay-
tham’s astronomy took advantage of the mathematical tools he inherited, and to what ex-
tent he could outdo his predecessors in dealing with the inﬁnitesimal magnitudes that arise
in mathematical astronomy. One of the best examples of his approach is to be found in his
study of the planetary heights above the horizon and in the proof that the point at which
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curvilinear triangles tending to 0 that the author assimilates to a series of inﬁnitesimal rec-
tilinear triangles. On the conﬁguration of the movements introduces a remarkable innovation
to astronomical theory concerning the geometrical representation of physical time: the con-
cept of ‘‘required time”, which is an arc of the horary circle equal to the diﬀerence of right
ascensions of two observed positions. This key-concept (actually, a new equatorial coordi-
nate), which appears in all the seven models, enables Ibn al-Haytham to represent time by
means of arcs of circle, in much the same way as the distances. Ibn al-Haytham can thus
represent the variation in speed of planetary motion on the bases of a mean speed given
by a variation of arcs. It is also worthy of mention that in his geometrization of planetary
motion Ibn al-Haytham has recourse to a single epicycle for the ﬁve planets and avoids the
highly criticized equant of Ptolemy. Ibn al-Haytham thus sets out what Rashed calls a ‘‘new
planetary theory” in which kinematics has been liberated from cosmology and from the
necessity of sketching models that ‘‘save the appearances” of planetary motions. As Rashed
notes, Ibn al-Haytham’s kinematics lies somewhere between Ptolemy and Kepler, sharing
with the latter that the centers of motions and speeds are geometrical centers. (The reader
may follow Rashed’s arguments in a new and slightly modiﬁed version in ‘‘The Celestial
Kinematics of Ibn al-Haytham”, ASPh, 17 (2007), 7–55; see also ‘‘The New Astronomy
of Ibn al-Haytham” by Christian Houzel, ASPh, 19 (2009), 1–41.) Probably On the conﬁg-
uration of the movements was the ﬁrst step towards a new cosmology that Ibn al-Haytham
envisioned but left incomplete.
The second treatise, On the diversity manifesting itself for the heights of the planets—writ-
ten before On the conﬁguration of the movements—studies one of the core-issues of the lat-
ter, the changing altitude of a star between its rising and setting. The work is interesting
mainly because it shows an early stage of Ibn al-Haytham’s path towards his most accom-
plished works.
The second part of the volume is devoted to treatises on instruments. The ﬁrst
two books, On Hour-lines and On Horizontal Dials, deal with gnomonics. On hour-lines,
which is eminently theoretical, was written to improve and correct the mathematician
Ibra¯hım b. Sina¯n’s (908–946) treatise On the Instruments of Shadows. Ibn al-Haytham’s
complex text, preceded by a large number of theorems on trigonometry and spherical
geometry, contains a general theory of the sundial that is unique in its kind; the instruments
crafted according to that theory could be employed in any northern latitude. Unlike the
former treatise, On Horizontal Sundials is ostensibly addressed to sundial makers but
contains nonetheless a by no means trivial mathematical background. The ﬁfth treatise,
On the compass for large ﬁgures, is devoted to a compass that, so far as I know, never
moved from theory to practice. It was invented by Ibn al-Haytham in order to solve the
problem of drawing large circles, frequently found in astronomy, architecture and enginery.
Although it is dubious whether this compass is more practical than the traditional ones, Ibn
al-Haytham invented an original device that, according to Rashed, reveals both his concern
with the transformation of geometrical ﬁgures and the key role movement played in his
conception of geometry.
A ﬁnal point about the appendix in which Rashed deals with the authorship of On the
Conﬁguration of the World. In the second volume of Les mathe´matiques inﬁnite´simales
(London: 1996, pp. 1–19), he claimed that the works attributed to Ibn al-Haytham were
in fact written by two diﬀerent authors. One, al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Haytham, wrote
the works of a mathematical nature, such as the Optics and the astronomical treatises
edited by Rashed; the other, Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham, was a physi-
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move to Egypt) and possibly belonging to the same family. Rashed’s views were contested
by A.I. Sabra, who ﬁrmly (and soundly) sustained that the two Ibn al-Haythams were one
and the same person (‘‘One Ibn al-Haytham or two? An exercise in reading the bio-biblio-
graphical sources”, ZGAIW, 12 (1998), 1–50, and 15 (2003), 95–108). In the appendix
under discussion, Rashed keeps to his own theory and claims that On the Conﬁguration
of the World must be ascribed to Muhammad ibn al-Hasan for several reasons, including
that the physical approach of the book sharply contrasts with the mathematical approach
of the astronomical works he attributes to al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan, and also that it contra-
dicts the criticisms found in Doubts concerning Ptolemy. It is true that the existence of two
authors provides an ingenious explanation for the overwhelming number of works attrib-
uted to Ibn al-Haytham, as well as for the fact that while most (but not all) of them are
highly mathematically demanding yet others are of a medical, philosophical or propaedeu-
tical nature. Even if Rashed’s arguments are not conclusive, still he has made an interesting
suggestion that future research should not overlook. He has pointed out problems and puz-
zles that remain to be explained. This discussion raises yet another point of major interest:
there is still an immense work to do about Ibn al-Haytham’s production, and most
particularly about his astronomical treatises. Rashed’s ﬁfth volume of Les mathe´matiques
inﬁnite´simales du IXe au XIe sie`cle is the most important contribution to date to Ibn
al-Haytham’s astronomy and a model for future editions and commentaries.
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In the course of the 14th century there arose at Oxford and Paris a number of sophisti-
cated quantitative techniques for the study of the physics of moving bodies. Notable among
these was what has come to be known as Bradwardine’s rule – that speeds follow the
ratios of moving powers to resistances – which was developed at Oxford by Thomas
Bradwardine and published in his Tractatus de proportionibus velocitatum in motibus in
1328. Bradwardine’s rule, drawing on the classical theory of compounding ratios, very soon
became one of the standard ploys in university disputations for solving sophisms involving
motion. At Oxford it was applied with great ingenuity by Richard Swineshead and others,
and at Paris the mathematics of ratios was extended and generalized by Nicole Oresme.
Although Bradwardine’s rule was repeatedly challenged over the next two centuries both
on mathematical and on physical grounds, it enjoyed almost universal acceptance, until
by the beginning of the 16th century it seems to have fallen into disuse, remaining forgotten
until Anneliese Maier rediscovered it in 1949.
